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Chapter One
Welcome & Introductions




Training Syllabus
Pre-training Assignment WORKSHEET
Ice Breaker Examples
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will:
1. Understand the importance of using ice breakers as a way to help youth get to know their
peers and program staff.
2. Be able to demonstrate three ice breakers you can use at your sites.
3. Recall memories of your childhood experiences in nature and use that inspiration to envision
outdoor activities for children at your site.
4. Be able to reference other sources where you can find more ice breaker activity ideas.

Project Get Outdoors
Leader Certification Syllabus

1. Welcome & Introductions (45 minutes)
 Expectations and schedule for the day
 Getting to Know You/Ice Breakers to use at your site
2. Overview of Project GO (30 minutes)
 Project GO Trivia Activity and worksheet
 National H.E.P.A. (Healthy Eating and Physical Activity) standards handout
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
3. Youth Development 101 and the Role of Nature (30 minutes)
 Ages & Stages of Development, Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs handout
 Video: Nature Explore
 Transferring these theories and research to Project GO programs worksheet
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
4. BREAK (10 minutes)
5. Cultural Awareness (60 minutes)
 Minnesota Now, Then, When…An Overview of Demographic Change ppt
 BAFABAFA Activity – simulation of cross cultural interactions
 Impacts of Race and Class Inequality on Child Development, Classroom Learning
and Outdoor Awareness handouts
 Getting to Know Your Neighborhood worksheet
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
6. LUNCH (30 minutes)
7. Engaging Children with Nature (60 minutes)
 Hierarchy of Outdoor Awareness handout
 Scenarios & Strategies group activity and worksheet
 Backpack and Equipment Trunks Group Activity
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
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8. Behavior Management & Safety (60 minutes)
 Behavior management strategies handout from Winona State University
 Safety Tips for Planning Outdoor Programs and FWS Field Trip checklist
 Scenarios & Strategies group activity and worksheet
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
9. Break (10 minutes)
10. Community/Asset Mapping (60 minutes)
 The Power of Asset Mapping! Ted Talk
 Tour of on-line community mapping efforts
 Green Space Mapping case study from Plainview
 Community mapping practice session and worksheet
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
11. Activities Sampler (60 minutes)
 Small group activities
12. Program Planning (30 minutes)
 Where do we go from here? On-going support from Project GO handout
 Putting the Puzzle Together – Incorporating GO in your community slideshow
 What if I don’t represent a partner organization? handout
 Self-reflection/planning session worksheet and group sharing
 Staying in touch:
-Reporting your efforts (annual survey)
-Sharing your stories (Project GO Facebook, newsletter, website map)
 Resources – Project GO Workbook
13. Wrap Up (20 minutes)
 Presentation of certificates and backpacks
 Post Training Knowledge Assessment

Project Get Outdoors Leader Certification
Pre-Training Assignment
We look forward to meeting you at the upcoming Project Get Outdoors Leader Certification workshop!
In preparation for your training, we ask that you take time to complete the Pre-Training Assessment you
received and that you preview the on-line videos listed below. As you view the videos, use this
worksheet to take notes that will be used on training day.
Required Viewing:
 History and Need for Project GO (9:50)
https://www.mnprojectgo.org/why-we-care
 TedX Talks: Prescribing Nature for Health (17:48)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uk0QriYYws
 Nature Explore – Nature for Infants and Toddlers (6:24)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PI6QitLJ_XQ&t=2s
 University of Minnesota - Immigrant Stories Project ( 3:26 and 3:34)
Pa Thao http://immigrants.mndigital.org/exhibits/show/immigrantstories-exhibit/item/582
Mustafa Jumale http://immigrants.mndigital.org/exhibits/show/immigrantstoriesexhibit/item/501
 Straight Talk from Middle Schoolers (4:17)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6xSyRJqIe8
 Diversity in the Classroom; Sides Square Off in Minnesota (3:58)
Scroll down to the Ahmed Jama Interview
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/11/25/minnesota-school-racediversity/18919391/
 Faces of Tomorrow: Conservation Corps of Minnesota & Iowa (2:13)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIG8mnxC3rc
 Outdoor Afro (3:36)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdxL8HgGpJo
 Bird Watching While Black (2:10)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaPWAE34GJU
 It’s All About the Approach: Asset Mapping TedX Talk (14:16)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYiE7anpra4&t=480s
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1. History and Need for Project GO. What is “nature-deficit disorder”?
____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Prescribing Nature for Health. List three health benefits of nature exposure.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Nature for Infants and Toddlers. List three developmental/learning benefits that come from letting
infants and toddlers experience nature?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

4. Immigrant Stories Project. What are some common experiences that Pa and Mustafa share?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Prior to watching the Straight Talk from Middle Schoolers video, did you feel that
racism/discrimination among children was an issue? Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. In your own words, summarize the news story covered in the Diversity in the Classroom video:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. Faces of Tomorrow. What is the Conservation Corps of Minnesota and Iowa doing to engage diverse
teens with the outdoors?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

8. Outdoor Afro. What is the goal of the Outdoor Afro organization? How do they work toward
achieving this goal? ____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
9. Bird Watching While Black: A Wildlife Ecologist Shares His Tips. What is the underlying message of
this short video clip?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

10. It’s All About the Approach. What was the focus of the talk in this presentation? What obstacles
did the nurse encounter and how did she get around them?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Ice Breaker Examples
1. ICEBREAKER: Memory Lane
 Once everyone has arrived, ask participants to take a couple of
minutes to write down a favorite childhood outdoor play memory
on the note card they were given.
 Introduce yourself and then go around the room and have
participants introduce themselves and share their memories.
 Explain how most of our favorite outdoor memories are very
simple and don’t require much for equipment or money.
 Explain how this is a major focus of Project GO activities; to
introduce kids to practical, accessible, simple activities they can
do at home with or without adult interaction.

2. ICE BREAKER: Hot Potato Name Game
 Have everyone get into a large circle.
 Using a foam ball from one of the Project GO Activity Backpacks,
start with yourself and say your name, then say the name of
another person in the circle who has not yet had the ball, and toss
the ball to that person.
 That person then says your name, then their name and then the
name of someone else to whom they will gently toss the ball.
 The goal is to get the ball to everyone in the circle while learning
their names.
 Tell everyone to remember who they threw the ball to and then
try it again in the same order but faster.
 See how fast you can do it.
3. ICE BREAKER: Come Forward
 Have everyone get into a circle.
 Place the foam ball or one of the bandanas from a Project GO
Activity Backpack in the middle of the circle.
 Explain to the group that as you call out outdoor activity
descriptions, anyone who fits the description can move one step
forward. Explain that one step should equal about one foot in
length.
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 Call out random things like;
Whoever has…
…been bike riding in the past week
… a surf board
…camped in a tent this summer
…been to a park within the past day
…gone fishing before
…a dog
…tried snowshoeing
…a garden at home
…been in a canoe
…bird feeders in their yard
…likes to rollerblade/roller skate
…flown a kite
…gone geocaching
…swam at a beach
…built a sandcastle
…jumped in a puddle
…made a s’more
…gone to summer camp
…visited a National Park
…gone ice skating
…played broomball
…planted a tree
…caught a butterfly
…seen a shooting star
 The winner is the first person to reach the ball with their foot.

Find more ice breakers in the Outdoor
Activities Planning Guide in your Activity
Backpack.

Chapter Two
Overview of Project GO





Project GO Overview WORKSHEET
Project GO Logic Model
Project GO Fact Sheet
Flash Drive Resources
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. List three barriers that prevent children from going outdoors.
2. List four benefits that result from outdoor play in natural settings.
3. Describe how the Project GO model facilitates opportunities for kids to experience nature.
4. Explain how Project GO activities can help after school sites meet the national H.E.P.A.
standards for after school time.

Project GO Overview WORKSHEET
As you participate in the Project GO Trivia, fill in the answers to the questions below.

Barriers to Outdoor Play
1. The average number of hours children spend in front of electronic screens each day.
_________________________
____________
2. The average length of time a child in the USA spends outside each day. __________
3. The main barrier to outdoor play. _________________________________________

Benefits of Outdoor Play
1. Physical benefits of outdoor play. __________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. Mental benefits of outdoor play. ___________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
3. Spiritual benefits of outdoor experience. _____________________________
_________________________________________________________________
4. Other long term benefits of outdoor play. ____________________________
________________________________________________________________

Project GO History
1. The 2005 book by Richard Louv that inspired Project GO. _______________
_________________________________________________________________
2. The year the first Project GO program was piloted. _____________________
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Project GO Toolkit
1. What toolkit resources are given to each participant who completes the Project GO
certification?
_______________________________________________________________

H.E.P.A. Standards
1.
What physical activity standards can a Project GO program help you meet?
________________________________________________________________
2. What are two benefits of incorporating H.E.P.A. standards at your site?
_______________________________________________________________
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Chapter Two Flash Drive Resources:
 Healthy Eating and Physical Activity Standards
 Project GO: A Guide for Moving Forward
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Chapter Three
Youth Development 101 and the Role of
Nature







Youth Development 101 Refresher WORKSHEET
Understanding Ages of Youth
8 Keys to Quality Youth Development
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Nature Prescription for Kids
Benefits of Connecting Children with Nature
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Describe ways that the thinking and learning processes of children change as they mature
from kindergarten to high school age.
2. Explain how we, as mentors, can play an important role in advancing youth upward in the
hierarchy of human needs.
3. Understand the basic needs of youth as they relate to healthy development.
4. Recognize the critical role that nature and outdoor experiences have on human
development.

Youth Development 101 Refresher WORKSHEET
Ages & Stages of Development
1. Why is it important to know what to expect of the different ages of youth?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. How does the interest/attention span of children change as they mature from Kindergarten to
high school?
________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. For kids in grades 3 – 5, what are some considerations for motor skills that you should be aware
of when planning outdoor activities for this age group? ________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
4. Knowing that children progress developmentally as they age and mature, what are some ways
you can enhance an after school program by incorporating this knowledge into your planning?
_______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
1. In essence, what does the Hierarchy of Needs tell us? How does this theory relate to youth
programming? ____________________________
______
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Quality Keys to Youth Development
1. What is the most basic need that must be met for youth to succeed at your programs?
_______________________________ _______________________________________________
2. What can you incorporate into your youth program to ensure youth are engaged and develop
higher self-esteem? ________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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http://www.nature-rx.org/
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Chapter Four
Cultural Awareness






Personal Self-Assessment of Anti-bias Behavior
Who is getting outdoors? Mainly the white and well off
Getting to Know Your Neighborhood WORKSHEET
Conservation Corps of Minnesota & Iowa handouts
Flash Drive Resources
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Explain how the ethnic demographics of Minnesota have shifted over the past 25 years.
2. Understand that each cultural community has a unique history and contributes rich customs
and different perspectives to the greater society.
3. Understand how race and class inequalities have major impacts on human development,
outdoor exposure, learning and health.
4. Access tools to explore and understand the cultural groups in their community.
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http://blog-youth-development-insight.extension.umn.edu/2014/09/who-is-getting-outdoors-mainly-white_17.html
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Getting to Know Your Neighborhood WORKSHEET
This worksheet is designed to help you assess the cultural groups within your community and to
inventory the various community organizations that may be able to assist with connecting under-served
youth to your programming efforts.
1. What neighborhood are you focusing on within your community? _________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

2. List any subsidized housing complexes within this neighborhood: ________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. List churches in this neighborhood: _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
4. What community action groups are in this neighborhood? ______________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
5. What schools are in this neighborhood? _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
6. What cultural groups are represented in this neighborhood? Circle all that apply:
White
American Indian
Latino American

African American
Asian American
Latino Immigrant

African Immigrant
Asian Immigrant
Latino Migrant

Bi-Racial
Other

Access ethnic data from the US Census at https://mn.gov/admin/demography/ and click on:





Data by place
Community facts tool
Search by zip code
Age/Race
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7. What programs are currently targeting families in this neighborhood? ____________________
______________________________________________________________________________
8. List deficiencies for family programming in this neighborhood? __________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
9. What are some opportunities for collaborating with existing programs that are already working
with families in this neighborhood? (ie; food shelf, translation services, immigrant support
organizations, churches???) _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
10. What is one tangible action step you can take to make your program more inclusive for all
families in this neighborhood? ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter Four Flash Drive Resources:
 Regional Park Use Among Select Communities of Color (Met Council
Study)
 Ethnic Cultures of Minnesota: Fact Sheets and Background Information
 BAFABAFA Activity Lesson Plan
 Minnesota Now, Then & When…An Overview of Demographic Change
 New Immigrant and Refugee Children and Bullying
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Chapter Five
Engaging Children with Nature





Hierarchy of Outdoor Awareness
Engaging Kids with Nature Scenarios WORKSHEET
Minnesota Master Naturalist Program brochure
Flash Drive Resources
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Describe the stages of advancement in the Hierarchy of Outdoor Awareness.
2. List some strategies for engaging children with the outdoors and nature.
3. Describe a variety of ways to use the resources within the Activity Backpack.
4. Explain ways to transform an outdoor play space into a nature play space.
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Engaging Kids with Nature Scenarios WORKSHEET
SCENARIO #1
The Project GO group has headed out for a nature walk at the local city park.
Some of the participants are not excited about this activity. They are complaining
that they do not like walking and hikes are boring. What are some ways you
might change their attitudes?

SCENARIO #2
It’s the first time taking your group out to the woods at a local park. They are not
comfortable being out on the trails in the woods. How can you help make the
children feel more comfortable with the outdoors?

SCENARIO #3
While exploring the beach at a local park, one of the participants sees a leech and
becomes terrified. His fear spreads among the other children and soon many are
scared to enter the water. How might you handle this situation?
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SCENARIO #4
Some of the older children at your program are talking about how they wish they
were at home working on the next level of their video games. They are acting like
they are “too cool” for the program and say their parents made them come.
What do you do?

SCENARIO #5
During a snowshoeing activity, you notice that some of the kids keep checking
their phones and texting one another. How might you engage them more in the
activity?

SCENARIO #6
On a walk at a local bike trail, your group sees some beautiful flowers in bloom
near the trail’s edge and the kids start asking about them. You aren’t very good
with identification of wildflowers but you also know that this could be a great
nature experience for the children to get up close with these neat plants. What
could you do to enhance this experience?
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Chapter Five Flash Drive Resources:






Project GO Activity Calendar
A Parent’s Guide to Nature Play
I Can Teach in the Outdoors
Natural Teachers Network; Tools and Resources for Educators
Outdoor Play for Every Day – A Parent’s Guide to Overcoming Common
Obstacles for Kids and Outdoor Play
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Chapter Six
Behavior Management & Safety Outdoors







Safety Tips & Scenarios When Taking Kids Outdoors
Site Safety Policy WORKSHEET
Field Trip Checklist
Lyme’s Disease
Plants that Cause Skin Irritation
Flash Drive Resources
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. List ways to address behavior issues before they arise.
2. List tips to consider when planning outdoor activities for children.
3. Anticipate a variety of scenarios and issues that could arise during an outdoor program.
4. Understand the safety policies and procedures of their site/organization.
5. Explain mandated reporting and your role in the process of notifying the authorities of
suspected child abuse or neglect.

Safety Tips & Scenarios
When Taking Kids Outdoors
1.

Choose Age-Appropriate/Ability-Appropriate Activities.
If you work with large
groups of children on a regular basis, it is good to have an understanding of the
general physical abilities of children at different age levels. This will allow you to
plan program activities accordingly. If you work with groups of children that are
diverse ages, it is best to choose activities that the smallest, youngest and less-able
children can easily do otherwise the entire group will eventually suffer as everyone
will have to stop when the smaller ones need to break or when a safety issue
inevitably arises.

2.

Plan to take frequent breaks or stops during the activity. The smaller the child, the
more steps they must take to keep up with adults. Also, younger children tend to
urinate more frequently than adults. Plan to rest and take potty breaks, especially if
your activity will be over an hour long.

3.

Be Prepared. Keep a first aid kit in your back pack along with sunscreen, insect
repellent, a water bottle and a trail snack. Also, keep emergency contact numbers in
the first aid kit as it is easy to forget common phone numbers when faced with an
emergency situation. Always have a cell phone are site radio so you can call for help
right away if need be, especially if off site.

4.

For all day outings, pack spare clothing, shoes and rain gear. You never know when
the weather is going to change suddenly or if someone is going to have an accident
in their pants. It’s a good idea to have dry clothes to change into to help prevent
hypothermia, which is most common in the summertime.

5.

Inform older children of the key potential dangers relating to the specific site or
recreation activity so that they can take precautions. Example site dangers could
be: deer ticks, rattlesnakes, poisonous/dangerous plants, steep bluffs, deep or fast
moving water. Example recreation dangers could be: young beginning birders =
don’t look at the sun through binoculars, fishing = advise on proper equipment use
for hook safety and on water safety and set boundaries on shoreline as to how far
kids can go.

There are many ways we can advertise, plan and conduct our programs to ensure safety of
participants!
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Outdoor Scenarios
SCENARIO 1:
One sunny day, Mike, the SACC leader, is taking a group of second graders (8 year olds) out in
the meadow in a nearby city park to look for butterflies. After 15 minutes, one little girl
approaches Mike complaining of an irritating red rash that has developed on her legs. After
looking around at the site, Mike realizes that the little girl has walked through a patch of
stinging nettles. What could Mike have done to prevent this? What other things should Mike
have done at the beginning of this activity to ensure safety of the participants?

SCENARIO 2
Alexa, the YMCA camp counselor, is enthusiastically leading a shoreline fishing activity at a
pond. In her group of 12 kids, there is a young boy who has never fished before and is eager to
catch a fish. Alexa is the only staff person working with the group and rushes to get everyone
equipped and going. Within a few minutes the boy has broken the fishing pole and hooked
himself in the finger. What could have been done differently?

SCENARIO 3
Kate, the 4-H Club leader, is leading a fossil fieldtrip for a group of 8th graders (13 year olds).
Out at the fossil site, a boy is hit on the head from a rock that fell from above on the hillside
after another boy climbed up to retrieve a fossil he saw. The boy on the hillside then slipped and
fell approximately 10 feet, twisting his ankle and scrapping up his arm. How could this have
been avoided?

SCENARIO 4
Jose, the Boy Scout leader, is planning an overnight campout for his scout pack. He has never
camped before and is eager to get the boys out of the city and into the woods. What are some
things he should consider when planning ahead for this trip?

SCENARIO 5
Mohammed is a summer program leader for his local city parks and recreation department. He
is leading a gardening activity for high school youth at a city park. During the activity, he
overhears a couple of the teens using very foul language and throwing rocks into a mowed area.
What might he do to address these behaviors and engage these kids?

SCENARIO 6
Kao is a volunteer at his local library where he leads youth programs. He is planning a field trip
to a nearby refuge where the kids will learn about bird watching. Many children and parents
have expressed fears of wood ticks and Lyme’s disease. There is also hesitation about the
children going on a trip that is outside of the immediate community/neighborhood. What are
some things that Kao might do to ease the concerns of both the children and the parents?

Site Safety Policy WORKSHEET
To get an idea of what kinds of issues are addressed in a typical site safety policy, we will take a few
minutes to review the information in an example policy from the Rochester YMCA. Each team is asked
to describe the topic found on the pages they are assigned to review. The example site safety policy we
will use for this activity can also be found on your flash drive for this chapter.

1. Pages 4 – 5:

_______________________________

2. Page 7:

_______________________________

3. Pages 8 – 9:

_______________________________

4. Pages 10 – 14:

_______________________________

5. Page 15:

_______________________________

6. Pages 18 – 19:

_______________________________

7. Page 20:

_______________________________

8. Page 21:

_______________________________

9. Page 22:

____________________________

You are encouraged to review your own site safety manual upon return to your site. Does your manual
address topics of concern for outdoor programming?
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Chapter Six Flash Drive Resources:





Dealing with Difficult Behaviors
Examples of Positive Behavioral Intervention Strategies
Factors that Influence Behavior
Learning through Outdoor Experience: A Guide for Schools and Youth
Groups
 Project GO safety form templates
 Rochester YMCA Site Safety Policy
 Resource Guide for Mandated Reporters
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Chapter Seven
Community Asset Mapping








The New Paradigm for Effective Community Impact – Asset Based
Project GO Mapping Resources handout
Community Green Space Score Card and Instructions
Asset Mapping Exercise WORKSHEET
Project GO – Crookston Parks Mapping Project handout
Project GO Mapping Resources
Flash Drive Resources
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OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Recognize the importance of asset mapping to build a community program.
2. Describe examples of how community mapping has been used by other organizations.
3. Access a variety of free tools available for developing community asset maps.
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Community Mapping WORKSHEET

Volunteers

Community
Organizations

Transportation

Community
Assets
Equipment

Greenspaces

Institutions

Use this worksheet to brainstorm existing assets in your neighborhood that might contribute to an outdoor program for
youth at your site. Consider the following:
 Do you already have site volunteers or parents who have an outdoor hobby they might share?
 Are there local conservation or outdoor organizations that offer outdoor activities (community gardens,
Audubon, Sierra Club, Master Gardeners, Master Naturalist volunteers, scouts, 4-H, sportsmen’s club, etc.)
 What government agencies might assist? (DNR, SWCD, FWS, NPS, schools, universities, etc.)
 What greenspaces are nearby and accessible?
 What equipment do you have access to for outdoor programming?
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Project GO Mapping Resources


Resources for Community Asset Mapping
 Northwestern University - ABCD Institute
www.abcdinstitute.org/toolkit/
 Advancement Project – Healthy City Community Research Lab – Participatory Asset
Mapping www.communityscience.com/knowledge4equity/assetmappingtoolkit.pdf



Tools for gathering asset mapping data
 US Census data
 Access the State Demographer’s office at www.mn.gov/admin/demography/
 Select “Data by Place”
 Select “Zip Code Data”
 Select “Common Facts Tool”
 Enter your zip code
 Select “demographic estimates”
 Inventorying local businesses and community organizations
 Access the League of Minnesota Cities at www.lmc.org
 Select “MN Cities and the League”
 Select “Cities of MN”
 Access online directory
 Select your city
 Click on your city website
 Find chamber of commerce or list of local businesses (chamber directory)
 Can also explore churches, religious institutions, schools, community
organizations
 Can also explore parks and local attractions including recreation programs



Tools for Inventorying Green Space
 Use Google Earth to explore green spaces
https://www.google.com/earth/learn/beginner.html
 Jane Goodall’s Roots and Shoots – Mapping Tools
https://rootsandshoots.org/mapping
 Using ArcGIS Story Maps to tell your story
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/
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Chapter Seven Flash Drive Resources:
 Project GO Green Space Mapping Lesson Plan
 Instructions for Manually Geo-tagging Photos for Google Earth Tour
 Project GO Asset Mapping worksheet templates
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Chapter Eight
Practice Activities




Sample Activity Instructions
Activity Trunk Description Sheet
Flash Drive Resources

OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Participate in a number of outdoor activities to use at your site.
2. Build confidence in knowing you can lead outdoor nature programs.
3. Practice developing and leading an outdoor activity.

HO 1
HO 2
HO 3

Example Outdoor Activities
1. Creature Homes
 Have participants pair up. Have each pair reach into the bag and grab a “creature”
(these are old McDonald’s happy meal toy creatures).


If possible, have participants spread out in the green space and work in their teams to
build a home for their creature using natural items on the ground (leaves, sticks, rocks,
pine cones, etc.). Encourage creativity by bribing with a prize for the most creative
creature home.



After about 15 minutes, call everyone together and tour the homes.

2. Alphabet Walk/Color Walk
 Handout alphabet cards or color paint swatches to the same pairs. Explain that teams
are to search for things outdoors that begin with the assigned letters on their cards or
the colors on their cards. They can shout out the things as they find them so the rest of
the group can hear.


Take a 15 minute walk to see what you can find.
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3. Nature Journals
 Give each participant five pieces of paper and have them fold the paper in half to make
a book.


Open the paper and use the hole punches to make a hole near the top and bottom on
the inner seem.



Place the stick on the outside edge of the book binding and thread a large rubber band
through the two holes and around the stick and each end, creating a binding to hold the
book together.



Have participants decorate their nature journals with stamps, markers and pencils.
Have them each make an entry in their journals about something they saw or observed
on the walk.

4. Stick Rafts
 Have each participant collect 5 sticks while you take a short walk.


Upon return to your site, group participants into small teams and give each team a small
handful of pre-cut strings or yarn.



Challenge them to design a raft using the sticks and strings.



The winning team will be the team who builds a raft that can float while holding a small
rock for weight.

Project GO Activity Trunk Library
The below listed activity trunks are available to all Project Get Outdoors Leaders who have
completed a Program Agreement form. Activity trunks may be checked out for free use at your
program sites. Please try to plan your activities in advance and make reservations to use the
trunks by contacting the appropriate site host where the trunks are stored.
For an updated list of who to contact to reserve the trunks, please visit the “Program Leaders”
page on the Project GO website at www.mnprojectgo.org .

Bird Watching

Fishing and Fish Printing

Includes: Binoculars, field guides,
toy birds, bird puzzles

Includes: Make your own pop can
fishing pole supplies, fully
equipped tackle box, rubber fish,
painting supplies

Nature Journals

Intro to Camping

Insect Collecting

Includes: Rubber bands, hole
punchers, stamps, ink pads,
stencils, color pencils and paper

Includes: Four tents, samples of
camping gear and safety supplies
(to be used to demonstrate
camping basics and safety – NOT
for real overnight camping)

Includes: Hand nets, pop-up bug
house, observation containers,
hand lenses, field guides and
insect puzzles
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Chapter Eight Flash Drive Resources:
 Minnesota Public Lands Jeopardy power point presentation
 Project GO Activity Calendar
 Project GO Outdoor Activities Planning Guide
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Chapter Nine
Where Do We Go From Here?






On-going Support from Project GO
Don’t Have a Partners Site?
Staying in Touch Checklist
Program Planning WORKSHEET
Flash Drive Resources

HO 1
HO 2
HO 3
HO 4
HO 5

OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Recognize the varied Project GO resources available to you for on-going program support.
2. Access templated forms and documents to use with your program.
3. Understand the partnership agreement requirements for maintaining long-term support from
Project GO.
4. Start envisioning how a program can work at your site.

Ongoing Support from Project GO
Project GO offers a variety of resources and services to assist our partners with program planning and
implementation.
RESOURCES


Equipment trunk sharing



Newsletter



Publicity through social media (Website, Facebook, Twitter, etc.)



Grant opportunities & volunteer matching



Partner networking
 Children and Nature Network
 US Fish & Wildlife Service
 National Park Service
 Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
 State Parks “I Can!” series
 MinnAqua



Project GO Certification (fee per participant)
 8 hour training (8 CEUs)
 Each participant receives a Workbook and Activity Backpack



Project GO Re-certification every 5 years ($fee per participant)
 2 hour on-line training (2 CEUs)
 Update with latest trends
 Learn new techniques and resources for connecting kids to nature



On-site Consultation (fee/site)
 Prepare site assessment
 Green space mapping



Child Care Provider Training (fee/hour per participant)
 Meets Parent-Aware Certification
 Both 2-hour and 4-hour courses available



Activity Backpacks ($150 each)



Nature Field Guides – Guide to Nature in Minnesota ($10 each)



Project GO partner site - metal sign ($25 each)

SERVICES

PRODUCTS
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Don’t Have a Partner Site?
No problem. There are a variety of ways you can connect with a local organization to be able to help get
kids outdoors.
It is very important to work through a partner organization in order to protect yourself and the children
from potential safety and liability issues. Partner sites will need to conduct the volunteer
screening/background checks and provide the liability coverage for a program. Partner sites also have
the opportunity to submit grant applications and fundraise for a program.
Use the list below to help identify a place where you may be able to share your outdoor interests and
new skills and knowledge with youth.
In Your Community
 Schools
 Community Education through local school districts
 School Age Child Care (after school/latch key programs)


Youth Center
 Boys and Girls Club



Recreation Center
 YMCA
 Athletic Club



Library



Servicemen Groups
 Lion’s Club International
 Kiwanis
 Elks Lodge, Moose Lodge, etc.
 Rotary Club

National Youth Programs
 4-H
http://4-h.org/


Boy Scouts of America
http://www.scouting.org/



Girl Scouts
http://www.girlscouts.org/



Campfire USA
http://campfire.org/



American Heritage Girls
https://www.americanheritagegirls.org/
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Staying in Touch: CHECKLIST
After your initial Project GO certification, we want to stay in touch with you! Below is a checklist of ways
to keep connected.

WHENEVER
 Market your Project GO program to families in your community. Request a Project GO sign to
hang at your site to publicize your program.
 Share photos and stories of your outdoor programs on the Project GO Facebook Page.
 Submit volunteer stories from your programs so we can highlight them in the Project GO
newsletter.
 Share your activity ideas. Let us know what you did that the kids loved!

ANNUALLY
 Complete the annual partner survey when you receive it via email. This information will help us
secure grants for more cool equipment and resources to share with you!
 Make sure your organization completes the MOU every two years to renew the partnership and
continue accessing Project GO equipment and resources.

EVERY FIVE YEARS
 Complete the two-hour online re-certification course to stay up-to-date with the newest trends,
resources and outdoor activity tips.
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Program Planning WORKSHEET
Use the information you noted on the Getting to Know Your Neighborhood and Community Mapping
worksheets to start brainstorming how a program might work at your site or in your community.

Day of Week

Time

Key Partners

Program Leader(s)

_____________________________________________________________________________

Week

Activity/Theme

Volunteer(s)

Greenspace

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter Nine Flash Drive Resources:
 Project GO Partnership Agreement
 Project GO Annual Survey
 Project GO form templates
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Chapter Ten
Wrap Up




Project GO Backpack Checklist
Project GO Volunteer Matching Opportunities
Flash Drive Resources

OBJECTIVES
Project GO Leaders will be able to:
1. Present proof of certification to your employer or school.
2. Begin using your Activity Backpack and other resources for programming.

HO 1
HO 2
HO 3

Activity Backpack Checklist
Items in the backpack are listed in alphabetical order.

 Activity calendar

 First Aid kit

 Bandanas (3)

 Foam ball

 Balloons

 GO cards

 Binoculars

 Journal with pen

 Bubbles

 Magnifying glass

 Bug box

 Paint swatches

 Bug net

 Parent’s Guide to Nature Play

 Chalk

 Pop-up bug habitat

 Clipboard

 Rope (50 foot)

 Cloud frame

 Ruler

 Duct tape

 Whistle

 Field guide
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Volunteer Matching Opportunity
Project GO Leaders and partner sites have a unique opportunity to access volunteer matching
data for your specific county.
Project GO is working to develop a county-by-county inventory of adult volunteers throughout
Minnesota who are interested in sharing their outdoor skills and interests with youth groups.
Certified Project GO Leaders can email a request to Project Get Outdoors to receive a list of
nature volunteers for your county. Below is an example of how we can search our database.
Program sites and partner organizations will be responsible for screening and training
volunteers.

EXAMPLE VOLUNTEER MATCH REPORT
COUNTY
Winona

TOPIC/SKILL
Animals
(wildlife)
Archaeology
Arts & Crafts
Bird Watching
Camping
Canoeing
Fishing

Flowers
Hiking
Insects
Snowboarding

VOLUNTEER EMAIL

TOWN

TRAININGS/CERTIFICATIONS

Jane.doe@yahoo.com
John.Doe@aol.com

St. Charles
Winona

Project Flying WILD
Audubon member

John.smith@gmail.com
Jane.doe@gmail.com

Lewiston
Winona

MinnAqua certified
Fly fishing instructor

abcd@yahoo.com

St. Charles
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Chapter Ten Flash Drive Resources:
 Example Project GO Leader Certificate
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